Effects of relative humidity on the broadband extinction performance of bioaerosol.
Bioaerosol, a significant constituent of the atmosphere, exhibits excellent broadband extinction performance and has attracted increasing attentions in the fields of atmospheric science, environmental science and electromagnetic field, et al. Relative humidity of the atmosphere has obvious diurnal and seasonal variation characteristics, and the frequent variation of relative humidity has a significant impact on bioaerosol in the atmosphere. However, the influence of relative humidity on broadband extinction performance of bioaerosol is unclear. Herein, we present the humidity growth model of bioaerosol. And the variation law of broadband extinction performance of bioaerosol in different humidity conditions was obtained by simulation. The simulation results and experimental data from an aerosol chamber experiment show that as the relative humidity values above 70%, the broadband extinction performance of bioaerosol will be increased with humidity. As the relative humidity increases from 70% to 90%, the extinction performance of AN0913 spores increase about 30% in visible and mid-infrared bands, about 20% in ultraviolet and far-infrared bands. And the extinction performance of AO0907 spores increase about 23% in the all four bands.